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Introduction: Hindu Female
Gurus in Historical and
Philosophical Context
Karen Pechilis

With thousands of followers, leadership of translocal organizations,
and power that is constituted by both authority and spirituality,
Hindu female gurus have a noticable and meaningful presence in
religious life today. For many people, the topic of Hindu female gurus is intrinsically interesting, especially as it relates to women's religious leadership, globalization, spirituality, and cultural contact between India and the West. For these same reasons, the topic is also
of interest to scholars, who have recently begun to publish detailed
analyses of Hindu female gurus, especially from the twentieth century. In this volume, all of the contributors are specialists in the
study of Hinduism who have been studying Hindu female gurus for
several years. The focus of the volume is on one category ofleadership within Hinduism, and a diversity of women in this leadership
role is represented. These factors distinguish the approach of this
volume from recent books on women in new religions, in which a
wide variety of traditions-Western, Asian, African, and so on-and
modes of women's participation in them are covered.

I

This volume

is also distinguished from book-length studies of a single female
guru.' In addition, the academically critical stance of the articles sets
this volume apart from studies that profile female gurus in an adulatory tone.'
The public visibility of current Hindu female gurus, through
Web sites, world tours, ashrams and devotional groups across the
globe, and devotional publications and videos is a significant development in a tradition that historically defined the public role of gurus as exclusive to men. There is historical evidence of women gurus in the esoteric traditions of tantra, and there are traditional
stories of women who acted as gurus to their husbands, but these
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examples locate women's guruhood in private domains.' Women have held
public religious positions in Hindu tradition: women saints are well represented in scholarly studies, and recent studies have illuminated female practitioners of Vedic rituals, philosophers, and religious reformers.' The variety
of roles for women in Hindu tradition is influential in the emergence of
women as gurus.
In terms of their status as public gurus, the female gurus of today are

participating in a very established category of Hindu religious leader; however,
their assumption of this leadership role also stands in contrast to that same
established category. As gurus, they complicate the facile equivalence between
women and tradition promoted by some nationalists and fundamentalists of
yesterday and today. Katheryn Hansen identifies and refutes this equivalence:
" 'Traditional' in reference to women is widely employed to translate 'normative'. It is my aim to show that non-normative as well as normative models of

gendered conduct have 'traditions.' ... These paradigms are continuously being redefined as the representation of woman is contested anew in each historical period."'
The title of this volume, The Grocefui Guru, signals the participation of
women in the modalities of continuity and change in Hindu tradition. "Grace"
has both aesthetic and theological connotations. Aesthetically, it is a feminized
term that is used to evaluate a woman's perceived embodiment of, or distance

from, an ideal standard of beauty. This feminization of the term is perhaps
linked to the Greek mythology of the Three Graces; the Greek term is charis,
and it is also notable that a primary mode of women's religious leadership in
history is through charismatic, or noninstitutional, avenues. Theologically, the
term carries the connotation that one embodies the favor of the divine, This
volume explores how Hindu female gurus respond to social expectations of
femininity and how they are understood to embody the divine; how these two
modes intersect in the personae of the gurus; and how their leadership is
constituted by the negotiation of the two in distinctive ways.
~
"Guru" is a category of religious leadership in many traditions of Indian
origin, including Buddhism, [ainism, and Sikhism. In Hindu tradition, there
are several characteristics that preeminently define a guru. The first is that a
guru is understood to
erience the real continuou
Most often, the real is
defined as rahma, which, among many possible meanings, denotes the subtle, sacred essence that pervades the universe. Hindu philosophical tradition
tends to characterize ordinary consciousness as pervaded by duality; in contrast, the experience of brahman is a pure, unmecliated(llfiilY;The experience of the real is expressed in cliverse'waYs in biographical
stories of gurus, although it is always represented as contrasting with ordinary
experience. For example, the contemporary female guru Anandi Ma is said to
have experienced such a high concentration of energy that "she wasn't functional at all on our level, so [her guru] had to work with her, bringing down
the energy constantly so that gradually it would be more in her control." As a
young woman, the internationally famous female guru Anandamayi Ma, then
known as Nirmala, was able to experience various modes of consciousness
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from her grounding in the experience of the real, which she described as follows: "What I am I have always been, even from my infancy.... Nevertheless,
different stages of sadhana [spiritual practice) manifested through this body.
Wisdom was revealed in a piecemeal fashion, integral knowledge was broken
into parts." Linda Johnsen, who has authored a book on female gurus, comments: "Nirmala-bom experiencing the unity of all creation-found it astonishing to experience the world in bits and pieces, as the rest of us do." Another
example is June McDaniel's discussion of "full fusion" as [ayashri Ma's selfdescription' of her spiritual state, in this volume. I further discuss the nature
of the real, or brahman, in Hindu tradition in the section of this introduction
entitled "The Nature of the Self."
. The guru's access to the real is at least in part understood by tradition in
l!'rms of initiation. Many of the female gurus, such as Gauri Ma, [ayashri Ma,
Meera Ma, and Curumayi, participate in the classical guru tradition by taking
instruction and initiation from a male guru. Other female gurus challenge the
traditional male guru lineage (parampara) mode by taking initiation from a
~,
or by being self-initiated. For example, one contemporary female guru,
Anasuya Devi, took initiation from an older female guru.' The gurus Anandamayi Ma, Ammachi, and Karunamayi Ma are understood to be self-initiated.
Initiation is not only a credential in the female guru's past; it also forms
a link with her present and future disciples. The guru is able to inspire the
experience of the real in others, for the purposes of spiritual advancement,
total self-realization, or evolution as a human being-there are many ways in
which tradition describes the necessity and the effects of such an experience.
The gurus are interactive teachers. As with the experience of the real, the
female gurus represent
'vers! of initiation and teaching methods. For
example, the contemporary em e guru Swami Chidvilasananda was intitiated
by her guru, Swami Muktananda, in a formal ceremony; following her guru,
she initiates devotees en masse through the bestowal of shakti (spiritual power)
at formal intensive meditation sessions, and her teachings are verbally rendered at formal lectures and events as well as through her prolific publications.
In contrast, the contemporary female guru Ammachi was self-enlightened; she
initiates devotees en masse demonstratively and individually, by physically hugging each one and whispering a mantra in his or her ear, and her teachings
are primarily verbally rendered at gatherings, although there are some books
of her teachings available.
Female gurus thus participate in an established. traditional category of
Hindu religious leadership: "Essentially, the role of the female guru is not
different from that of a [male) guru." Their feminine gender does challenge
the traditional association of guruhood with the masculine gender, however,
as reflected in the Sanskrit terminology. Unlike other terms for religious adepts
which, like the guru, are in the ascetic mode, including brahmachari, which
has the feminine form, brahmacharini, yogi, which has the feminine form,
yogini, and sadhu, which has the feminine form sadhvi, there is no feminine
form of guru: "[the expression 'female guru'] does not correspond to any Indian
term. The simple reason for this is that the guru's role having been traditionally
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a masculine one, the word guru does not accept a feminine form. The dosest
Sanskrit term to our 'female guru' is gurumata but, as anyone acquainted with
the classical religious literature of India knows, this means the wife of the guru .
. . . The gurumata was no doubt a highly respected person but never one entitled to impart any kind of philosophical instruction.v«
Is there a feminine way of being a guru, as there may be feminine ways
ofleadership and feminine ways of participating in religious organizations?"
Elizabeth Puttick challenges us to divide contemporary female gurus along
feminist lines. In her thematic approach to the study of women in religions
new to North America, she identifies bhakti (devotional participation) as a
feminine mode, and associates the female gurus Ammachi, Anandamayi Ma,
and Mother Meera with this mode; in contrast, she views the female gurus
Nirmala Devi and Gurumayi as "explicitly anti-feminist" leaders of patriarchal
traditions that promote sexist teachings."
On one level, Puttick's comment seeks to classify female gurus on the
basis of their behavior. As the quotation from Catherine Clementin-Ojha, as
well as my earlier discussion of the major traits of a guru, demonstrate, as a
general rule female gurus follow established, male behavioral modes for guruhood, even if they did not take initiation from a male guru ....
.In the ideal
category of the guru, the female gurus have the following major characteristics
in common with each other, and with male gurus. First, they are understood
to experience and to embody the real, and are thus understood to be divine or
pertectly spiritual1YSelJ-realized;second, the message of the guru is the divinity
of the inner self, and the necessity of her or IiIs devotees own selJ·realization,
to whicli the guru guides the devotee; third, the guru is an ~scetic~!Sllijjs
assumed to beAure in body and in spirit, especially in tlie sense of purity of
motive througli ack of self-interest.
It is important to understand that female gurus self-consciously associate
themselves with received tradition because of the compelling belief that traditional methods are considered efficacious, and that their continuity in the
present day carries with it all of the spiritual power accumulated over tiroe. In
self-consciously linking themselves to tradition, the female Hindu gurus do
not have to be understood as patriarchal, for, as historian of religions Rita M.
Gross argues, there are multiple models for practicing feminism and religion.
at is required is a nuanced approach to tradition and innovation in women's
religious leadership. Female spiritual leaders who work within their tradition
can be radical, as Gross acknowledges in her discussion of feminist theologian
Carol P. Christ's terminology of reformers and revolutionaries in reference to
explicitly feminist leaders in religion:
[Although there has been criticism of the terms "reformer" and "revolutionary,"] the distinction named by that terminology is real and
basic, and the critical difference between the two positions is disagreement over how feminist vision is best served. The degree to
which feminists retain personal links and loyalties with traditional
religions, rather than how "radical" they are, is the dividing factor.
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In fact, some reformists are exceedingly radical in the changes they
want to make in their traditions, but they maintain dialogue with
their tradition and recognize kinship with it. Revolutionaries,
though they sever links with the conventional religions, can be quite
conservative in the way in which they identify with the rejected ancient traditions.

Il

The female gurus ~iscussed in this volume "maintain dialogue with their
tradition and recognize.kinship with it," but they are also innovative within
that context, by their distinctive contributions to tradition and by distinguishing
themselves from each other. For example, Sita Devi was recorded and remembered as a guru by members of an orthodox, established Hindu guru lineage
(Gaudiya Vaishnavism): Gauri Ma established spiritual and social work centers
for women; Anandamayi Ma was self-initiated; [ayashri Ma is independently
employed in the working world alongside her religious activities; Mother Meera
has no ashram; Shree Maa has self-consciously attempted to synthesize her
Bengali tantric heritage with the Christian background of many of her followers; Ammachi was born into a low caste, yet she physically embraces all devotees; Ma [aya Sati Bhagavati is from a Jewish background; Karunamayi Ma
performed spiritual austerities alone in the forest for fourteen years; and Gurumayi has intitiated new teaching methods, including the yearly message. In
these and many other ways, the female gurus in this volume locate themselves
within tradition, yet they interpret tradition in their own ways.
The most radical challenge of the female gurus is not directed toward the]
received guru tradition but rather the received social expectations. Their asceticism is in keeping with the guru ideal, but it challenges the Hindu social
norms of womanhood, which are marriage and bearing children. In the case
~
of female gurus, there are multiple models of asceticism. Several of the female
gurus are or were married: Sita Devi's husband passed away before she became
a guru; Anandamayi Ma was married but her marriage was not consumated,
and her husband was a disciple; Meera Ma is married but her husband does
not playa role in her mission; and Ma Jaya Sati Bhagavati was married and
has three children, but withdrew from her family prior to becoming a guru.
Some of the female gurus were never married, though their desire to remain
unmarried caused conflict in their families; these include Gauri Ma and Ammachi. In the case of some of the female gurus who were never married, the
issue does not seem to have created conflict in their families; these include
Iayashri Ma, Karunamayi Ma, Gurumayi, and Shree Maa. In all cases, their
status as guru is in large part constituted by their present asceticism; thus, if
a guru was or is married, this relationship is subordinated to her status as
guru.
In
subordinating or avoiding marriage, female gurus deemphasize their]
[ sexuality. "Mysticism is not morality," argues Jeffrey Kripal, urging "that we not
lock mystical experience away in some airtight categorical safe (like 'purity' or
'perfection')," and yet morality is constitutive of authority over others, through
trust and loyalty." Biographies of female gurus do stress that they are pure and
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perfect, ontological claims that are made in the context of social pressures that
define and malign women on the basis of their sexuality, either real or imagined. Further, the purity and perfection signaled by asceticism permit women
to have a public religious status; for example, Anandamayi Ma went from
purdah to appearing before thousands with her head and face uncovered,
framed by her long unbound hair." An assumption of purity had to accompany
Ucha gesture, in order that it not be viewed as shameful. The purity of the
female gurus is constituted by and expressed through their nature as perfected
embodiments of the divine as well as their performance of personal morality.
Both of these elements contrast with the inherited ritual purity of caste. None

G

1

of the twentieth-century female gurus emphasize-or
in many cases, even
mention-caste
in their self-descriptions or in their teachings. This omission

of caste identity is more a function of the female gurus' mode of purity than
it is a modification of Hindu tradition for a Western audience.
Through their asceticism, the female gurus reject key aspects of socially
defined womanhood. This has implications for another dimension of Puttick's
comment, which speaks to the nature or essence of the female gurus. What is
feminine about the female gurus? Is bhalcti feminine, as Puttick suggests?
Although bhalcti (devotional participation) can be a prominent mode of a female guru-for example, bhalcti for her guru Muktananda is prominent in the
teachings and demeanor of Gurumayi-the more relevant concept for understanding female gurus is shalcti."
Shakti is a classical term in Hinduism meaning spiritual power. It is explicitly associated with the feminine in classical texts; for example, the philosophy of Samkhya, in which the feminine principle shakti (energy) swirls the
masculine principle purusha (stasis) into action, thereby initiating creation.
Shalcti is also understood in Hindu tradition as a description of the spiritual
and moral power inherent in women and in goddesses." Many of the female
gurus are explicitly associated with feminine imagery; ironically, this association also supports the paradigm of renunciation and the rejection of socially
defined womanhood. For example, all but two of the female gurus profiled in
this volume use the appellati~n ~"- (Mother) in their titles. As ~u
Khanna
notes, citing June McDaruel: In Sakta circles, all women-be they youngmaidens or mature women-are addressed as Ma or Devr or Vita. This title protects
women from being looked on in sexual terms. As it is rightly pointed out, 'To
call a womari "mother" is a classic way for an Indian male to deflect a woman's
hint at marriage or a courtesan's proposition.' "" The deflection, of course,
works in both ways. In related examples, Sita Devi's male followers "became"
female in order to become her students, whereas Gauri Ma and Anandamayi
Ma established institutions exclusively for women to engage in spiritual practices, especially renunciation, thus providing women with a legitimate alternative to the culturally mandated roles of wife and mother.
All of the female gurus are associated with the Goddess through the concept of shakti, for they, like the Goddess, are paramount embodiments of
shalcti. In Hindu theory and practice, the Goddess comes to life in a variety of
ways. For example, the Goddess transforms a stone, bronze, or painted image
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with her presence during ritual worship (puja), so that worshipers may express
their honor and devotion to her. Or, to take another example, the Goddess
appears to people who meditate on her; they construct a mental image of her
in order to train the mind to realize the fundamentally shared identity between
the divine nature of the self and the divinity of the Goddess. In addition to
these more formal, ritualized modes, the Goddess may spontaneously appear
to devotees, and even possess them, transforming them into active and often
ecstatic instruments of her divine will. 19

Female gurus are understood by Hindu tradition and by their followers
alike to be mapiWslations of the Goddess; that is, as perfect embodiments of
shalcti. Biographies of the gurus will often stress both their special nature at
birth and their spiritual practice toward self-realization. Some gurus may distance themselves from such understanding of their identity; in this case, they
stress their bhalcti for their own guru. As gurus, they distinctively blend the
formality and authority of classical tradition with the spontaneity of interactive
encounter. Further, many of the female gurus profiled in this volume are understood to embody the essence of specific goddesses, either through their self
interpretation or the interpretation of their followers. For example, Sita Devi
is identified with Lakshmi; Jayashri Ma is identified with Adya Shalcti Kali;
Meera Ma is identified with Adiparashalcti; Ma Iaya Sati Bhagavati is identified
as the "daughter of the black mother Kalin; Karunamayi Ma is identified with
Saraswati, Bala Tripurasundari, Lalita (Parvati), and Lakshmi; Ammachi is
identified with Devi. In addition, Ammachi and [ayashri Ma engage in performances in which they become the Goddess (devibhava).
Fe Ie'
s are thus ...
m female Hindu saints
through the distinction between shakti and bhakti; throug
s identification
with
the
Goddess;
and
through
the
gurus'
explicit
connection
to teach[:
ing and to students, involving initiation and philosophical instruction. I shall
further discuss the emergence of the female guru in Hinduism with respect
to these relationships, to bhalcti and tantra theology, and to the ongoing social
conflict in the "Wives, Saints, and the Goddess" and "Early Female Hindu
Gurus" sections of this introduction, but I emphasize here that the special
nature of Hindu female gurus as embodiments of the divine has implications
for feminist interpretations of them. As journalist Linda Johnsen notes, there
.J!lay be a gap between Hindu tradition and Western feminism in understanding the significance of the female gurus: "Power, self affirmation, and celebra~
tion of earth energy are not the goal: conscious immersion in a reality that
precedes earth and ego is more to the point. Because of this divergence of
emphasis the teachings of India's women of spirit are to some degree out of
s c with the present evocation of Goddess energy in the West.»acLargely,this
ault line exists between the two traditions of Hinduism and Western feminism. Is there a way of making feminist sense of the female gurus that acknowledges values in both of these traditions? A complicating factor, as [ohnsen's comment suggests, is that traditional Hindu teachings promote
abandoning dualistic thought (such as, I and you, male and female) in favor
of experiencing unqualified divine unity. For example, in her book-length study
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of Anandamayi Ma, Lisa Hallstrom discusses both the guru's and her disciples'
ambivalence toward viewing Ma as a woman, in favor of viewing her as Ultimate Reality." Thus, at the most profound level, these Hindu teachings rejefl
gender considerations. The focus of the teachings of Hindu female gurus is
not specifically expressed as "empowering women," although many women
devotees
participating in their spiritual paths do experience them as empow[
errnent."

This ultimate teaching of Hindu female gurus contributes the premise
that female is universal to a feminist understanding of women's religious leadership -,The guru is both divine and universal, as with the Goddess, and she is
an embodied, reli 'ousl devoted woman, as with the saints. The female guru
is both, and in that capacity the demonstration that ema e 1 universal belongs
IDostappropriately to her. As Western feminists have discussed, the operative]
formula in patriarchal societies is to view male as universal. while female is
.limited. Hindu female gurus challenge this paradigm. The nature, presence,
I and teaching of the Hindu female gurus is universal. As gurus, they distinctively blend the formality and authority of classical tradition with the spontaneity of interactive encounter, harmonizing personal experience and the ultimate. Although the actual status of guru is attained only by a few, the guru
instantiates the goal for many.
This volume highlights the translocal aspect of the female gurus' universality, especially their presence in the West. primarily in the United States. That
Hindu female gurus frequently visit, or reside, in the United States is a postr965 development. occurring in the context of the abolition of immigration
quotas; in the context of profound social criticism through the antiwar, civil
rights, and feminist movements; and in the context of popular interest in Asian
religious traditions, especially meditation. As I discuss in the section of this
introduction on "Female Hindu Gurus in the Twentieth Century," current female Hindu gurus are a "third wave" of gurus in the West, globalizing, harmonizing, and naturalizing Hindu-ins ired tradition. The case studies of the
female gurus ill e ill 'vidual chapters are arranged chronologically up to the
contemporary gurus, who are then presented in terms of their degree of establishment in the United States. In the case of Mother Meera, her international reputation and popularity are established in the United States; she has
visited the United States but resides in Germany. Ammachi and Karunamayi
reside in India but are well known in the United States. The final chapter, on
Siddha Yoga with its highly developed network of centers and ashrams, discusses what is in a real sense the "Establishment" of traditions headed by a
female guru.
Toward enabling the reader to recognize, understand, and appreciate the
nuanced relationship between tradition and innovation in the nature and leadership of female gurus, I devote the remainder of this introduction to providing
philosophical and historical information that contextualizes the female gurus
profiled in this volume, in a discussion that is primarily addressed to nonspecialists. My selective discussion identifies influential factors involved in the
emergence and public recognition of Hindu female gurus, including philo-
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sophical theories of a unity beyond duality, the validation of personal experience, women's consistent participation in the development of Hinduism
through a variety of exemplary roles, the rise of the Goddess as a universal
teacher, and the mass popularity of twentieth century male gurus and their
initiation of female devotees, who then became gurus in their own right.
The Nature of the Self
Namaskar is a traditional greeting in India, said while facing another and bowing with palms pressed together. It is understood to mean, "I salute the divinity
within you." This greeting is emblematic of a worldview that sees a profound
commonality in the midst of diversity, and one that understands that fundamental commonality to be a sharing in the divine essence that is foundational
for life. In this theory, the true nature of humankind is divine, yet this does
not mean either that everyone is equal in social terms or that people in general
are deified; instead, the direct experience of the divine source is a category of
honor that is bestowed only upon special religious adepts, including gurus.
In Hindu tradition, the earliest explicit and sustained discussion of the
nature of the self as divine (rendered as "Self" in many translations) is in the
Upanishads, a genre of oral texts-the name of the genre is understood to
mean "to sit beside," and indeed the texts have a dialogic structure-that were
composed during the period from the seventh century B.C.E. to the beginning
of the Common Era." Hindu tradition views the Upanishads as part of the
revealed (shruti) canon of oral and written texts, and minimizes the distinction
between them and the earlier hymns of the Vedas. For example, the Upanishads are known as Vedanta or "the culmination of the Vedas," in the sense
of expounding truths already contained in the Vedic hymns. One translator
boasts that the Upanishads represent the first time in history that the knower
became the focus for the inquiry of knowledge." Another translator singles
out the Upanishads as preeminently authoritative in Hinduism: "Even though
theoretically the whole of the vedic corpus is accepted as revealed truth, in
reality it is the Upanisads that have continued to influence the life and thought
of the various religious traditions that we have come to call Hindu. Upanisads
are the vedic scriptures par excellence of Hinduism.'?"
The texts themselves use the term upanishad in the sense of "hidden teaching." The oral nature of the texts gives the impression of a face-to-face encounter between a teacher and a student; in this intimate transmission of
knowledge, the hidden or esoteric nature of the knowledge is preserved
through its passage only to qualified hearers. In general, the qualified hearers
would be male brahmans, members of the traditional priestly caste. However,
in the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad, which is one of the two oldest Upanishads
(the other being the Chandogya Upanishad), this sacred knowledge is imparted
to two brahman women. Both of the women, one of whom is named Gargi
Vacaknavi and the other Maitreyi, challenge the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad's
central character, a learned man named YajnavaJkya, though they do so in
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different ways, for Gargi is a learned woman and thus his colleague, whereas
Maitreyi is his wife. That the two women, colleague and wife, share in sacred
knowledge may suggest that in Vedictimes women were partners to men both
in terms of religious practice and marriage, and that they had access to education.> Indeed, there were women seers associated with the earlier Vedic
hymns, including Ghosa, Apala, and Lopamudra."
The context of Gargi's challenge to Yajnavalkya is a formal philosophical
debate staged by a king, who offered prize money to the brahman who could
demonstrate the greatest knowledge of brahman. At first, a teacher named
Yajnavalkya assumes that he is the best and tries to claim the prize. Other
brahman scholars, including Gargi, the one woman scholar, rise to challenge
him. In the first of their two meetings as represented in thetext, Gargi questions Yajnavalkya.The text makes it clear that Gargi truly presses the sage, she
describes herself as like "a fierce warrior ... stringing his unstrung bow and
taking two deadly arrows in his hand, would rise to challenge an enemy." In
front of a group of male brahman scholars, she elicits from Yajnavalkyathe
answer that brahman ("the imperishable") is the foundation of all things: "This
is the imperishable, Gargi, which sees but can't be seen; which hears but can't
be heard; which thinks but can't be thought of; which perceives but can't be
perceived. Besides this imperishable, there is no one that sees, no one that
hears, no one that thinks, and no one that perceives. On this very imperishable,
Gargi, space is woven back and forth.'"
Yajnavalkya's answer is that brahman, or the "imperishable," is the real;
the source and the vivifyer of all, yet beyond human conceptualization. Gargi
publicly indicates that his answer is correct: " 'Distinguished Brahmins!' said
Gargi. 'You should consider yourself lucky if you escape from this man by
merely paying him your respects. None of you will ever defeat him in a theological debate.' '" Her status as a learned person in the public domain (in the
rarified sense of a group of learned brahmans) has implications for the understanding of guru as teacher. Yajnavalkya is the most learned of the group,
which would make him the guru; yet it is precisely through Gargi's challenging
questions (as well as those of other scholars) that his status is established.
Moreover, Gargi is also represented to be in the position of evaluating his
answers, as she does when she commends him to the others. Who is the
teacher in this case? Ellison Banks Findly argues that Gargi challenges Yajnavalkya through "regressive questioning," which violates the guru model operative in the Upanishads:
Instead of meditating upon the scriptures of ancient tradition or affirming the new tradition by consulting a forest teacher, Cargi does
the obvious thing: she asks a series of straightforward questions using the relationships she observes in the world .... If taken to their
extreme, then, Gargi's questions would violate the sanctity of guruknowledge as currently formulated by Upanisadic society-secret
widsom not personally discovered from one's own experience, but
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understood and accepted (with personal insight, to be sure) as given
by the master."
Findly intriguingly asks, "what better way to introduce slightly off-beat
elements than through the character of a woman>'>' Gargi contributes a novel
approach in the domain of the public discussion of philosophy by emphasizing
the role of personal experience in the context of learning, as opposed to rote
repetition of received tradition. Although her methodology challenged the understanding of guru in her time, in fact her understanding came to dominate
subsequent understanding of the guru path, which came to be viewed and is
understood today to Combine both received teaching and personal experience.
The relationship between brahman as the universal essence and as the
inner self is explored in Yajnavalkya's discussion with his wife, Maitreyi." As
the scene opens, Yajnavalkya is preparing to leave his home for a life of renunciation, in which he will more deeply contemplate spiritual matters in a
context unburdened by householder responsibilities. He has two wives, but he
chooses to address Maitreyi, for "of the two, Maitreyi was a woman who took
part in theological discussions, "WhileKatyayani's understanding was limited
to womanly matters.'?' When he tells Maitreyi that he wishes to settle his estate
with both of his wives, she immediately asks him whether material wealth will
make her immortal. Yajnavalkya of course answers that one cannot expect
immortality through wealth; one can only expect to live as a wealthy person.
" 'What is the point in getting something that will not make me immortal?'
retorts Maitreyi. 'Tell me instead, sir, all that you know.' "H
He explains that it is only through the inner self that one can make a
connection with others: "One holds a husband dear, you see, not out of love
for the husband; rather, it is out of love for oneself (atman) that one holds a
husband dear. One holds a wife dear not out of love for the wife; rather, it is
out oflove for oneself that one holds a wife dear.' Thus one must contemplate
the nature of the inner self as a window unto ultimate reality: "You see, Maitreyi-it is one's self (atman) which one should see and hear, and on which
one should reflect and concentrate. For by seeing and hearing one's self, and
by reflecting and concentrating on one's self, one gains the knowledge of this
whole world.'?»
The advantage of understanding this deep-structure commonality of all
things as brahman is twofold. In the first place, one will be able to discern the
true nature of the world and its relationship to reality. In the second place, this
knowledge (again, in the sense of higher knowledge beyond the duality of
knower and known) of brahman will propel one beyond the ordinary human
condition-including
the cycle of birth and rebirth, which Indian traditions
presuppose as a fundamental condition of humankind-toward
an unmediated experience of identity with ultimate reality. Yajnavalkya illustrates this
experience, using one of the most famous images in the Upanishads: "It is
like this. When a chunk of salt is thrown in water, it dissolves into that very
water, and it cannot be picked up in any way. Yet, from whichever place one
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may take a sip, the salt is there! In the same way this Immense Being has no
limit or boundary and is a single mass of perception. It arises out of and
together with these beings and disappears after them-so I say, after death
there is no awareness.t» Traditionally, this liberation (moksha) from the human
condition through identification with brahman is understood to be salvation.
Like Cargi. Maitreyi challenges Yajnavalkyato tell her the "hidden teaching" -to articulate the nature of brahman. In both cases, the women know to
ask the right questions; Gargi, from the perspective of being learned in classical
tradition, and Maitreyi, from the perspective of being "theologically minded,"
as well as her suspicion that an opportunity is about to be missed. Neither
woman is content to let Yajnavalkyawalk off without sharing his knowledge,
whether he is departing with material wealth (in the case of the prize money)
or without it (in the case of his worldly possessions). In the domestic realm,
Yajnavalkya's two wives accept his guidance; Katyayani, who is "limited to womanly matters: seemingly accepts her husband's departure and his provisions
for her mutely, while Maitreyi, who "took part in theological discussions," challenges her husband but then accepts his teaching (she is not represented as
following him into the forest). In contrast to Gargi, who assumes a gurulike
status, for Maitreyi Yajnavalkyais her husband and her teacher, or guru.
The three models of women in the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad capture
tensions in the linking of women to sacred knowledge during Vedictimes. On
one hand, women were not precluded from having an affinity for sacred knowledge (Maitreyi) or solid education in it (Gargi). On the other hand, the text
explicitly contrasts "womanly matters" with sacred knowledge; thus, Katyayani,
whose concerns are "limited" to such matters, is mentioned only in passing
as one of the two recipients of Yajnavallcya'sworldly possessions when he
departs for spiritual contemplation in the forest.
Although granting women access to sacred knowledge in varying degrees,
the Upanishads in some sense prefigure the marginalization of women in later
periods; "Gradually, however, the position of women declined and by the time
of the Dharmasastras [treatises on dharma or duty], in the early centuries B.C. E.,
women were looked upon as equal to men of the lowest caste as far as formal
ducation was concemed.v" A philosophical rationalization of the seeming]
paradox between the spiritual axiom that all people are essentially the same
(atman) and the social fact of numerous distinctions made on the basis of
ender, caste, and duty, was provided by the revered philosopher Shankara in,
the late eighth century. Shankara founded the school of Advaita Vedanta, which
designated the theory of nondualism as the "culmination of the Vedas"; he
understood the unity of brahman to be the key teaching of the Vedas and
especially the Upanishads. Within his sophisticated philosophy, a key principle
is that brahman alone is real, while everything else-especially individualized
forms-are illusion, or maya. Although these forms are not real (that is, they
are not permanent and thus not of ultimate value), however, they do exist, and
thus impose themselves as a condition of existence for all save those few who
have experienced the unity of brahman."
Worldly distinctions of gender and caste were therefore simultaneously
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justified as markers of spiritual inferiority in the social realm and undercut as
illusions in the brahman male-dominated domain of higher philosophical education. For example, since maya is a feminine noun in Sanskrit, it could be
understood as an emblem of women's essential nature. In the Advaita Vedanta
system, maya is ambiguous: it is the power (shalcti) of brahman by which the
world of forms comes into existence, and it empowers both ignorance (avidya)
and knowledge (vidya). Ignorance is equivalent to not realizing that ultimate
reality is the unqualified unity of brahman; it is the delusion of taking the world
of forms as reality. Yet maya is also knowledge, not only because it is a power
of brahman but also because it produces an illusion that can be known and
critiqued. Reviewing the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad through this philosophy,
Katyayani is a symbol of spiritual ignorance, Gargi is a symbol of spiritual
knowlege, and Maitreyi is a combination of the two, like maya.
Wives, Saints, and the Goddess
Diverse Hindu texts from the sixth century through the medieval period, including stories of wives who are gurus, devotional poetry authored by women,
and treatises on the Goddess, challenged the classifications of women in the
Upanishads and their marginalization with respect to sacred knowledge in
subsequent shastras and philosophy." This period was an important era in the
development of paradigms of women's religious leadership, with the religious
perspectives of tantra and bhakti being particularly important in promoting
authoritative images of women adepts and goddesses. Generally speaking,
bhakti contributed the poetry and hagiography of women who were and are
recognized as saints, whereas tantra contributed an ideal of the feminine as
-.9ivine. In this very selective discussion, I seek to highlight main themes in the
historical emergence of the Hindu female guru.
Bhakti and tantra texts are especially concerned with the relationship be]
tween wifehood as a social duty for women and the compatability or incom_ patability of sacred knowledge with that duty. Two medieval texts, one framed
by bhalcti and the other framed by tantra, present stories of women who were
gurus to their husbands; thus, the women teachers are safely located within
domestic marriage relationships. Although their stories are publicly told in the
texts, their activities as gurus are imagined to take place in the private, domestic
realm. In both cases, the wives are queens who are knowledgable of the higher
wisdom according to Vedanta (the unity of brahman). The queens are praised
as gurus by their husbands, reversing the story of Maitreyi, and their teachings
are efficacious; through them, their husbands are assured of being able to rule
jusdy during this lifetime, and of salvation at the conclusion of this lifetime.
In contrast, the biographies and poetry of women bhalcti and tantra saints
portray them as being in conflict with worldly duty, foresaking marriage to a
mortal man in favor of the spiritual quest and dedication to God. The women
saints left the domestic realm and authored poems that can be viewed as teachings. However, they are remembered as saints, not gurus, perhaps because
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teachin is an inherent} social act; yet the saint} ar i m for women tends
to emphasize a rupture with the soci world.;,o
An unambigously public feminine guru. who has the ability to teach any

and all seekers. is represented in medieval texts by the great Goddess. 1 turn
at the end of this section to consider the promotion of the great Goddess as a
teacher in the important tantric text. the Devi Gita.
Both the Yoga Vasishtha and the Tripura Rahasya present nonbrahrnan
women (they are queens. and thus from the warrior or kshatriya caste) who
teach their husbands spiritual principles compatible with Advaita Vedanta."
Arguably. the unconventional elements of these stories. including the women
as gurus and their nonbrahrnan status. signal the alternative perspectives of
the texts. for they both frame the Advaita Vedanta teachings by different. and
distinctive. religious perspectives; the Yoga Vasishtha is framed by bhakti, and
the Tripura Rahasya by tantra." In both cases. the texts explicitly challenge the
idea that married women are cut off from spiritual knowledge; both female
protagonists are represented as gaining spiritual knowledge through the personal experience of self realization. which echoes the character of Gargi from
the Brihadaranyaka Upanishad. and then they teach their husbands. in the
process relegating the idea that married women are cut off from spiritual
knowledge to the realm of illusion.
The Yoga Vasishtha presents the story of a married royal couple. King
Shikhidhvaja and Queen Chudala." In this story. marriage itself is a symbol
of the Advaita Vedanta teaching on unity: "Sikhidhvaja and Cudala were so
greatly devoted to each other that they were one jIva [individual aspect of brahman] in two bodies." In a poignant corrollary, two married people who are truly
in love are understood to encounter each other and be married even in succes-

sive lives. as were Shikhidhvaja and Chudala.' This king and queen do everything together. including studying spiritual texts. from which "[t]hey came to
the conclusion that self-knowledge alone can enable one to overcome sorrow.

"45

However. the queen alone continues her contemplation and proceeds
deeper into self-discovery.achieving an awareness of pure consciousness (brahman) beyond the illusions of duality and ego. "Day by day the queen grew more
and more introverted. rejoicing more and more in the bliss of the self. She
was utterly free from craving and attachment. Without abandoning anything
and without seeking anything. she was natural in her behavior and spontaneous in her actions. All her doubts were at rest. She had crossed the ocean of
becoming. She rested in an incomparable state of peace.":" King Shikhidhvaja
recognizes Chudala's state of radiance and peace. and he asks her to explain
to him how she has attained that state. Her response. given that she is in a
different state of consciousness. is rather opaque: "I remain rooted in that
which is the truth. not in the appearance. Hence 1 am radiant. 1 have abandoned all these. and 1 have resorted to something other than these. which is
both real and unreal. Hence 1 am radiant.":" Unfortunately. the king does not
understand that her words are signifiers of a higher consciousness. so he pa·
ternalistically dismisses her teaching: "You are childish and ignorant. my dear.
and surely you are prattling!""
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The king sets off into the forest to pursue the attainment of higher knowledge in the way he deems appropriate, which is to become an ascetic. Knowing
that his methodology is flawed, the queen remains at the palace and conducts
the affairs of state, although she surreptitiously checks on him from time to
time with powers she has achieved through her self-awareness, including divine vision and the ability to fly through the air. After the king practices vegetarianism, mantra repetition, and meditation for eighteen years-in contrast
to the queen's immediate results by focusing directly on the teaching and
personal experience-the queen divinely sees that his mind is finally "ripe" to
achieve self-awareness, and she goes to him, though in disguise. "Afraid that
Sikhidhvaha might once again spurn her teaching, considering that she was
an ignorant girl, Cuc;lalatransformed herself into a young bramana [brahman]
ascetic and descended right in front of her husband.?"
Disguised as the young male brahman ascetic, Chudala teaches her husband the truth through many discourses, parables, and patient response to his
questions. When it appears that he has achieved the higher consciousness, the
"brahman" decides to test the equilibrium of his mind; interestingly, the tests
primarily involve situations that will inspire lust and jealousy. For example, the
"brahman" discloses that he has had a curse placed upon him, so that he
becomes a woman during the night only; would the king mind marrying him
so that he could be fulfilled as a woman by living as a wife at night? This does
not bother the king, and he marries "her" and then consummates the marriage.
The "brahman" devises another test: he creates an elaborate pleasure-garden,
complete with a beautiful bed and a handsome young man. Then, the king's
"wife" makes love to the young man when she knows that the king is surreptitiously watching. When confronted, the "wife" hurriedly makes excuses for
herself, by denigrating the nature of women: "They are wavering in their loyalty. They are eight times as passionate as men. They are weak and so cannot
resist lust in the presence of a desirable person. Hence, please forgive me and
do not be angry." The king does not dispute this characterization, but his
response indicates that he is free from anger: "It is appropriate that I should
henceforth treat you as a good friend and not as my wife." This is the right
answer, "Cuc;lala was delighted with the king's attitude which conclusively
proved that he had gone beyond lust and anger,">
Chudala immediately reveals to him that she had created illusionary forms,
including the "brahman," in order to teach him. In terms of Advaita Vedanta
teachings, this story is an example of how maya (illusion) can be a power
(shalcti) that brings one to the consciousness of brahman. In this story, the
illusions are patriarchal, including the supposed ignorance of women and the
seeming necessity of a brahman male to teach the king. At the conclusion of
the story, the king recognizes the true nature of illusions, and he praises his
queen as the greatest among wives, for she has led him to liberation. When
Chudala challenges him to describe his state, however, he recognizes the limits
of language-which
he had failed to notice when she spoke earlier from the
enlightened state-and transforms the praise of his wife into the praise of his
guru: "What I am that I am-it is difficult to put into words! You are my guru,
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my dear: I salute you. Byyour grace, my beloved, I have crossed this ocean of
samsara [birth and rebirth]; I shall not once again fall into error,"!'
The Tripura Rahasya also presents a story of a princess who teaches her
husband awareness of the divine self. The tale of Princess Hemalekha and
Prince Hemachuda is introduced in the context of a teaching on the importance
of associating with wise people; as a means to realization of the truth, such
association is known as satsang. The prince's association with Hemalekha is
an illustration of this lesson, for he becomes enlightened by her. Hemachuda
meets Hemalekha at a forest hermitage, whereupon he is immediately attracted
to her and marries her with her foster father's permission. During the course
of married life at the palace, Hemachuda notices that his princess does not
seem to taleepleasure in anything, especially his advances." Hemalekha reveals
to him that she is pondering an important question: "It is not that I do not
love you, only that I am trying to find what the greatest joy in life is which will
never become distasteful. I am always searching for it, but have not attained
it yet. »Sl

She claims that though she has been looking for it for quite some time,
she has "not reached any definite decision, as is a woman's way," and requests
his help. Amplifying her self-deprecating manner, her husband remarks that
"women are indeed silly," and then asserts that the answer should be obvious
to her. just as it is known to any living creature-including a crawling insect:
"That which is pleasing is clearly good and that which is not so. is bad." At
first, Princess Hemalekha appears to adopt his perspective, as she accepts him
as a teacher: "True that women are silly and cannot judge rightly. Therefore I
should be taught by you. the right discerner." However, she proceeds by radically deconstrueting his answer:
The same object yields pleasure or pain according to circumstances.
Where is then the finality in your statement? Taleefire for example.
Its results vary according to seasons. the places and its own size or
intensity. It is agreeable in cold seasons and disagreeable in hot seasons. Pleasure and pain are, therefore, functions of seasons; similarly oflatitudes and altitudes. Again, fire is good for people of certain constitutions only and not for others. Still again. pleasure and
pain depend on circumstances."
Through a related discussion of beauty, the princess malees the point that pleasure is in the mind's eye; she teaches that the mind must be steered from such
partiality toward pure consciousness. She illustrates this point further through
a series of parables, in which she teaches about the bondage of the inconsistent
mind in contrast to the liberating bliss of pure consciousness; the importance
of having faith in the words of a worthy person; the necessity of contemplating
the Absolute Being. who is the Goddess Parameshwari (Tripura): and the role
of God's grace in maturing a soul so that it is "ripen for enlightenment.55

After these teachings. the prince is convinced that he can experience the
bliss of the divine self. though only if he sits in meditation with his eyes closed.
Again. the princess deconstructs his perspective: "Your small measure of wis-
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dom is as good as no wisdom, because it is not unconditional, but remains
conditioned by closing or opening your eyes. Perfection cannot depend on
activity or the reverse, on effort or no effort.'> On hearing these words, the
prince at last reaches a state of equanimity, and becomes a jivanmukta (one
who reaches liberation while still alive in the material body), who actively rules
the kingdom through promoting this higher wisdom. The further dissemination of the teachings is represented in the text as following gender lines: The
prince teaches his father, brother, and ministers; and Princess Hemalekha
teaches her mother-in-law." Ultimately, everyone in the kingdom-including
mothers, servants, professors, children, older people, artisans, ministers and
harlots-acts in an enlightened manner befitting true realization of the divine
self, rather than from selfish motive." Thus, from Princess Hemalekha's original act of teaching-being a guru to-Prince Hemachuda, the entire kingdom
becomes enlightened, a giant satsang.
Both Chudala and Hemalekha are represented as behind-the-scenes partners to their husbands who quietly yet dramatically change for the better the
lives of many people. Paradoxically, the texts publicize the private role of these
women as wives to royal men, but the message to be taken from the texts
remains a private, though inlluential, role for women. This private role contrasts with the ver public role of female saints of India, who authored oems]
that ave een reserve an w 0 were the sub'ect ofhagiQgg hies in medieval times: today their works and stories are widely known in India, and
these female saints have become a main field of academic inquiry into women
in classica Hin uism. " Generally, these female saints are associate with
bhakti, a re IglOUSpa that promotes active participation in the worship of
God. The poetry of the female saints, as well as traditional accounts, represent
them as devotees of the male gods Vishnu and Shiva. Historically, women
whose voices were raised in praise of male gods were the ones who were
themselves elevated by tradition as exemplars.
In contrast to the female gurus presented in the Yoga Vasishtha and the
Tripura Rahasya, medieval female saints were not represented as partners to
their husbands. The female gurus were sahadharmini, "an intellectual companion to her husband in issues of the mind, who still exercised a good deal
of independent judgement."'" In contrast, the ethos that formed the context
for the poetry and biographies of the female saints was one of parivrata, in
which a wife's duty was primarily to bear and raise sons for economic, social,
and ritual reasons."
The feminine challenge of this ethos involved alternative strategies. Unlike
Advaita Vedanta, which is dismissive of duality, bhakti and tantra tend to explore this pervasive modality of human consciousness through sophisticated
philosophies on the dynamic interplay among aspects of human life and
thought. The worldview is that of a unity, but one that is in motion. Bhakti
explores the tension between higher consciousness and action in the world, as
well as the oscillation of human emotion in sensing both identity with and
separation from God, of which a corrollary is the imagination of God as both
formless and with form." As recently described by Ram Dass, "The essence
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of the Bhakti path is to use dualism to go beyond dualism by way of the heart.">'
Tantra is a religious path that has been influential in both Hinduism and
Buddhism; thus, it has many permutations and vicissitudes. In Hinduism,
tantra has been characterized by a contemporary scholar as "interpenetrating":
Tantra perceives reality as an interpenetrating set of physical, verbal,
mental, psychological, and spiritual elements and forces. These elements and forces, manifesting on both macrocosmic and microcos-

mic levels, constitute through their interidentification the one absolute reality that is both the nondual Brahman of Advaita and the
supreme God or Goddess of the theists ... [Tantric] practices inc1ude various meditative visualizations aimed at purifying the body
and transforming it into the divine body of God or the Goddess,
special forms of yoga, most notably the Kundalini Yoga,and special
forms of worship that emphasize the interpenetrating unity of worshiper, worshiped, and the worship service itself."
It is this perceived and practiced identity between the particular and the
whole-for example, between the Goddess and brahman-that enabled the
feminine aspect to be elevated to a supreme status in tantric spirituality.
Tantra contributed a feminine spiritual principle to sacred knowledge; on~
of the prominent schools of tantra, called Shakta, emphasized worship of the
Goddess." Bhakti contributed a feminine approach to the divine (usually a
~male God), through the poetry of women saints. In emphasizing the feminine,
tantra and bhakti self-consciously involved an interplay of dualistic and nondualistic theories of the sacred. As a corrollary, both of these paths valorized
embodiment as an approach to the sacred and thus regrounded traditions of
renunciation, making it justifiable for women to dedicate their lives to spiritual
ursuit.66

Their approaches were a controversial critique of social expectations]

for women, expressed in a tendency toward secrecy in the case of tantra and
~ . explicit rejection of women's social roles in the case of bhakti. Through
these paths, women were able to express their own views of the nature of
spirituality, and, on the basis of their expressions, to achieve recognition as
religious adepts.
Lalla Ded, also known as Lal Ded, Lalli, and Lalleshwari, was a brahman
woman born in Kashmir who probably lived from '320 to '39' C.E." She is
claimed by both Hindus and Muslims as a religious exemplar; within Hinduism, she is most often considered to be a voice within Shaiva tantra." Characteristics of her poetry, which is in the form of four-line stanzas called vakh,
that encourage the identification of her perspective with Shaiva tantra include
her frequent reference to God as Shiva, her praise of the guru (sources tell us
her guru was named Siddha Mol) and the persistent image in her poetry
that her religious quest is for the unity, and reality, of the divine self within."
Using the contrast between cold and heat as a metaphor, two of her poems
illustrate this experience of divine unity:
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Just as intense cold
freezes water into ice,
so the water of Consciousness

contracts into three different forms:
the individual, the world, and God.
But when the sun of Consciousness shines,
once again everything,
both movable and immovable,
melts into the one Supreme Principle.
Lalli herself dissolved like that
into Consciousness.
I02

I entered the blazing furnace
of the practice of yoga.
Like ice, I melted
in that fire oflove.
My inner impurities burned away,
leaving pure gold.
When the sun of knowledge rose,
the dew of ignorance disappeared.
When I realized my oneness
with the name of God,
my "I"-ness was obliterated
and Lalli found peace."
These two poems of Lalla Ded are representative in that they describe the
experience of unity, especially the melting of the self into the universal consciousness, and the concomitant releasing of the mind from the dualistic thinking with which conventional society operates. In Lalla's heightened state 0
awareness, there are no distinctions between subject and object, between self
and other, and between female and male. When she speaks of Shiva in other
poems, she does not describe his masculine persona, which is celebrated in
mythology and iconography; instead, she speaks of God as a reality to be experienced. This reality is none other than the unity of the self with the subtle
divine.
Mirabai, whose historicity is complicated by the lack of "a corpus of poetry
that can convincingly be associated with an historical person," is believed to
have lived in the sixteenth century in Rajasthan." Although she means many
things to many people, she is definitively claimed by the north Indian Hindu
tradition of bhakti saints, as evidenced by her inclusion in Nabhadas's anthology, the Bhaktamal (Garland of Bhaktas), composed around r600 C.E. Her
hagiography was later greatly elaborated upon by an influential commentator
of the Bhaktamal, Priyadas, in r7r2 C.E. In most of the poems attributed to
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Mirabai, it is clear that the poetic voice is that of a woman longing for her Lord.
Significantly, although Mirabai is the sole woman poet included in this north Indian bhakti canon, she is not alone in assuming a female poetic voice, for
the male poets Kabir and Surdas do so, as well. "They understood woman's
gift for feeling to be a bhakti virtue and willingly stripped themselves of the
status that went with their male rank to learn what true feeling meant. ... The <
image of the tenacious woman whose strength is learned in love and suffering
was the one that seemed most relevant to the religious needs of male figures
in the bhakti world:" Through bhakti, the female poetic voice becarne a legitimized religious expression, as in the following poems from Mirabal:

a

'53
Go to where my loved one lives,
go where he lives and tell him
if he says so, I'll color my sari red;
if he says so, I'll wear the godly yellow garb;
ifhe says so, I'll drape the part in my hair with pearls;
if he says so, I'll let my hair grow wild.
Mira's Lord is the clever Mountain Lifter;
listen to the praises of that king.

"7

oh, the yogimy friend, that clever one
whose mind is on Siva and the Snake,
that all-knowing yogi-tell him this;
"I'm not staying here, not staying where
the land's grown strange without you, my dear,
But coming home, coming to where your place is;
take me, guard me with your guardian mercy,
please.
I'll take up your yogic garbyour prayer beads,
earrings,
begging-bowl skull,
tattered yogic clothI'll take them all
and search through the world as a yogi does
with you-yogi and yogini, side by side."
In these poems, Mirabai brings together the seemingly contrasting images
of a married woman in society (the red sari, pearls in the hair) and a woman
ascetic who has left society (the yellow robes, the unkempt hair). In poem '53,
these images are juxtaposed to suggest the inclusive spectrum of possibilities
that she will undertake for her Lord at his bidding. In poem "7, they are
brought together to imagine two inseparable male and female ascetics wandering the earth. In combining these images, Mirabai's poetry is distinguished
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from the poetry of her male contemporaries. For her, the rich symbolism of
gender roles is not a canvas on which to apply the experience of bhakti as a
trope; rather, she insists that women's participation in bhakti stems from a
spiritual discipline within, which challenges social categories by juxtaposing
categories ordinarily deemed opposites." This paradigm of intense love and
desire for SSiritual union with a male God is shared by other female bhakti
poets, notab y Mahadeviyakka and Andal of south India.
The hagiographies of Lalla Ded and Mirabai have in common stories of
the hostility expressed toward them as they sought to realize their spiritual
aspirations-especially from their in-laws, for they were both married. They
overcame various harassments through a combination of their own spiritual

dedication and divine occurrances. A prominent pattern in stories of the lives
of Hindu dassical saints is ~t the mind is problematized in stories of male
saints, while the body is problematized in stories of female saints. This is a
patriarchal formulation that conveys the social concern for the bodily purity of
women, which is grounded in caste ideology." Eventually, Lalla Ded extricated
herself from society and became a wandering ascetic who eschewed even dOth_j
ing. Mirabai left her in-laws' home and attempted to study with a famous
theologian at Nrindavan. At first he refused, but then he relented when/he
pointed out that all of the world is female before God. Mirabai is also r,epresented in the hagiography as staying in Vrindavan for some time, "as the (oeus
of a large circle of devotees who gathered around her ill song.">
Mirabai's association with followers, and indeed the public acceptance of
these women saints, which made possible the survival of their works (although
this is problematic in the case of MirabaiJ and generated stories about them,
connect these women to religious communities. The problem is in defining
their influence within those communities,

for it is intrinsic to the nature of a

saint that the figure overlaps with the ordinary social world, yet stands quite
apart from it; this is why saints cannot be uncritically considered as models
for the rest of us. It seems all too human that both Lalla Ded and Mirabai are
represented as female embodiments of serious spiritual discipline, yet they
experienced hardship and lack of control over their own lives in their realization
of that discipline due to social norms. It seems all too set apart from human
experience that Mirabaj drank unscathed an offering to Krishna that had been
poisoned by her in-laws, and that Lalla Oed wandered around Kashmir without
wearing any dothes. The women saints wesent poems and stories that we can
admire and learn from, but they themselves are not rememQ,ned as teachers;
although their works are in approadlable regIOnal Iangua,ges (ra1!'er than Sanskrit), they lack a dialogic, instructional quality, and the saints' relatIOns ip to
the social world is arguably too controversial t;;-place them iiithe irtherently
social role of teacher.77
In the medIeval period, there is an ultimate feminine guru represented in
a dassical text: the Goddess. It is she, not a wife or a saint, who assumes the

public role of teacher and is capable of teaching all of humankind, which is
the perspective advanced in the Devi Gila, composed during the thirteenth to
fifteenth centuries. The text belongs to one of the dominant streams in Hindu
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tantra, Shakta, or worship of the Goddess. This path views shakti as more than
an ancillary power of brahman: shakti is the Goddess, and the Goddess is
brahman. The DINi Gila is the culmination of earlier stories of the Goddess
found in the puranic mythological stories and in early tantric texts, precisely
because the DIN' Gila raises the Goddess to the level of Supreme Ruler." In
the DINi Gila, supreme cosmic power is unambigously female: she is a beautiful goddess, her power is the feminine shakti, and she is not linked to a male
god, being most frequently referred to as Mother."' In the text, she first appears
as a blazing light, symbolizing brahman, then transforms into a womanly figure, who is the Supreme Ruler (Bhuvaneshvari):
It blazed like ten million suns, yet soothed like ten million moons.

Flashing like ten million streaks of lightening tinged with red, that
supreme lustrous power shone forth unencompassed

t

above, across,

and in the middle. Without beginning or end, it had no body, no
hands, no other limbs. Nor did it have a woman's form, a man's
form, nor the two combined.
The dazzling brilliance blinded the eyes of the gods, 0 King.
When again their vision returned, the gods beheld that light appearing now. in the form of a woman, charming and delightful. She was
exceedingly beautiful oflimb, a maiden in the freshness of youth."
The Goddess is independent yet benevolent in the Dev' Gila, in contras~
to the portrayal of goddesses in mythological stories, where they tend to be
consorts of male gods, while the rare independent goddesses tend to be ferocious. Thus, in the mythology, the benevolence of goddesses is directly linked
to the presence of a god. Not so in the DIN' Gila, where the Goddess is envisioned as "the embodiment of compassion," a gracious and knowledgable
teacher, and the ultimate goal of religious contemplation. Himalaya, the mountain king, speales to the Goddess: "As you have already granted me one favor
through your loving compassion, would you please describe for me your true
nature as explained in all the Upanisads. And further describe the paths of
both yoga and knowledge combined with devotion, as approved by scripture.
Explain these, Supreme Ruler, so that I may become one with you." And indeed the Goddess does teach him about all subjects, including knowlege of
creation, of the divine self, of illusion (maya) and pure consciousness, the yoga
of knowledge, the yoga of devotion, the practice ofkundalini yoga, and methods
of worshiping the Goddess, including internal and external, Vedic and tantrie.
Bhuvaneshvari is the Supreme Ruler, and the supreme guru.
Importantly, the DINi Gila posits an equivalence between the categories of
mother and guru, thus recasting the dominant image of women's duty: "As a
mother feels no laclcof compassion whether indulging or chastening her child,
just so the World-Mother feels when overseeing our virtues and vices. A son
transgresses the limits of proper conduct at every step: Who in the world forgives him except his mother? Therefore go for refuge to the supreme Mother
without delay, with sincere hearts. She will accomplish what you want.'?" Here,
"mother" is both an intimate, familial figure, and a universal one who guides
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any and all seekers in the world. Private and public realms merge in the Devi
Gita's image of mother as guru.
This recasting of the category of mother raises the issue of whether women

J

were involved in the text as creators, compilers, or audience. It is unclear

whether women had anything to do with the creation and compilation of the
Devi Gita; the identity of the author(s) is occluded, perhaps because the text
purports to be the teachings of the Goddess herself." Also problematic is
whether the text is directed to women. Translator C. Mackenzie Brown addresses the issue of whether women are included in the Goddess's teachings,
exhortations, and soteriological benefits. Although evidence that suggests
women are generally excluded from them is sprinkled throughout the text,
Brown states that it is the inclusive nature of devotion (bhakti) that led him to
understand the text to be directed to women as well as to men, and to translate
it using gender-inclusive language. He says that the author of the Devi Gita's
use of androcentric language "seems largely undercut by his much greater
emphasis on the necessity for true devotion to the Goddess on the part of the
recipient. Nowhere does the author of the Devr Gfta suggest that such devotion
is restricted to males only. nS4

What is unambiguous in the text is that all of humankind is essentially
female. The Devi Gita asserts this axiom in two ways. On one level. the Goddess
is brahman; thus, humankind's true inner essence, the divine self, is the Goddess. On another level. the Devi Gita explicitly connects the Goddess to the

concept of kundalini from yoga theory. The theory of kundalini yoga is known
from other texts, on which the Devi Gita draws in presenting the Goddess's
teaching on the subject." Basic concepts in this theory of yoga include the
understanding that humankind possesses a "subtle body" alongside the material body. This subtle body is homologized to cosmic entities (such as Mount
Meru, rivers, the sun, and the moon) and their corresponding cosmic energies.
The power center is the kundalini, imagined to be coiled like a serpent at the
base of the spine. 'Uncoiling this shakti energy through disciplined activities,
including controlled breathing, correct posture, and meditation, is the goal, for
it is only through the release of the kundalini that humanJcind can reach its
full potential in sharing the fundrnental essence of the universe. With its emphasis on the Goddess as the Supreme Ruler, the Devi Gita can make a further
connection not possible in other texts: The kundalini is the essence of the
Goddess." The Goddess is the source, and the force, of life; everyone has the
feminine within, and must embrace it, then release it, in order to achieve
liberation. The feminine is universal. through the female bhalcti poetic voice,
and through the Goddess.

Early Hindu Female Gurus
Guru is a relational. third-person term; it is a title by which one person ac- (.
knowledges the wisdom of another. Within this general framework, there are ,,)
two prominent ways of understanding the guru. As the term guru suggests, (J
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the guru is "weighty"-one who is invested with the capacity to give philosophical instruction to others, which leads to their salvation. In this more
formal sense of the term, the guru is the path. On the popular level, the term
guru is understood to denote one who is a "dispeller of darkness"; this sense
of guru involves someone pointing out the way. For example, the guru could
dispense an important piece of advice, or lead another to the truth. In this latter
sense, for example, the Jain guru who leads the hero and heroine to Madurai
in the Tamil Cilappatikaram epic is a guru; similarly, the sister of the Tamil
Shiva-bhakti saint, Appar, who led him back to Shaivism from [ainism, is a
guru in this sense. The stories of Chudala and Hemalekha are also examples
of female gurus acting on a personal, familial level. In the popular sense, the
title guru can be bestowed on anyone, by anyone, in the context of personal
meaning.

t

On the more formal level, the guru is a representative of a specific religious
tradition ha
Ilublicl reco!W¥ed status, and has a universal authori!i'-.J£....
~
The status of the guru as a transmitter of salvific teachings permits the
formal sense of the term guru to encompass both the informal sense of the
term, which tends to privilege personal assessment, and the category of saint,
which tends to signify a virtuoso devotional achievement. As lisa Hallstrom
notes, "It seems that almost all Hindu gurus are considered saints, but that
not all saints are considered gurus.

"~7

Was it an option for Hindu women to become gurus in the formal sense
of the term prior to the sixteenth century? From the Yoga Vasishtha and the
Tripura Rahasya, we saw that women were represented as gurus in the private
realm of family; specifically, they acted as gurus to their husbands. In contrast,
the stories of the tantra and bhakti saints celebrated the women as public
exem lars-but this involved severe tension with their families, since an individual woman known publicly was perceIve to
eaten e aulliort!Y ~
status of her husband and earents. Esoteric tantric traditions seem to have
celebrated women gurus prior to the sixteenth century." Only the Goddess,
who was independent of a male God, however, is uncontrovernially represente
as a public, universal teacher.
These medieval texts provided images of female religious adepts that
served to establish women's capacity for leadership; further, they defined a set
of characteristics and issues specific to women religious leaders, especially the
relationship of religious commitment to women's wifely duty or dharma. These
images and issues coalesced in the emergence of publicly recognized female
gurus in the sixteenth through nineteenth centuries. These early female gurus
had both public roles and public recognition; yet their stories preserve a sense
of conflict between women's pursuit of the religious path and her duties as
wife. This volume includes a case study of Sita Devi, a sixteenth-century Vaishnava woman who is represented in seventeenth- and nineteenth-century hagiographies as a guru in a defined lineage. The hagiography of Sita Devi concerns both her wifely dharma and her role as teacher to disciples. Sita Devi
balanced the two modes: She was a dutiful wife while her husband was alive, then reluctantly accepted the solicitation of sectarian members to be their guru !
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after his death." As we shall see, stories of three subsequent female gurus
from the seventeenth to nineteenth centuries revisit the tension between public
and private, as well as the tension between exemplary spirituality and marriage.
These historical tensions resonate with modem feminist analysis; while it is
problematic to view historical religious women as feminists, it is very possible
to suggest that their struggles contribute to modern feminist consciousness.
The story of Bahinabai (1628-'700) directly explores the conflict between
devotion and dharma that permeates the poetry and biographies of female
bhakti saints; the context of this conflict in the story of Bahinabai, however, is
her devotion to a guru. We know about Bahinabai from her autobiographical
verses as well as her verses that, rather like the Goddess's teachings in the Devi
Gita, expound religious themes, including the satguru (true guru), bhakti, repentance, sainthood, morality, God's names, the nature of a "true brahman,"
the sacred place of Pandharpur, the bhakta Pundalik, and wifely duties."
The first chapter of Bahinabai's autobiography locates her in a guru parampara, or unbroken lineage of gurus, which is defined in the text as originating in a mantra that Shiva bestowed on saints, who transmitted it through
their bhakti." Bahinabai received the mantra from Tukaram (1608-1649), a
famous low-caste (shudra) saint from Maharashtra: "Because Bahini placed
her undivided devotion at the feet of Tukoba [Tukaram], she received (the mantra through him)."?
According to her autobiography, Bahinabai was a profoundly spiritual
woman who persisted in the devotional path in spite of the obstacles of poverty
and a jealous and violent husband. Born to bra!Iman parents in the town of
Devagaon, some fifty miles from the Ellora Caves in the region now known as
the state of Maharashtra, even as a child she demonstrated special interest in
places of pilgrimage, images of God, and songs and stories of the saints. When
she was eleven years old, she had visions of the then-living saint Tukaram and
his chosen deity Panduranga: "Says Bahinl, 'Tuka is my good guru, and my
brother. Could I but meet him, it would be supreme happiness.' »sa In successive visions, the saint gave her a mantra as well as spiritual instruction (v.25.7).
Her husband responded violently to her spirituality. In contrast to the Yoga
Vasishtha and the Tripura Rahasya, in which the husbands and wives had been
from the royal, warrior caste-although revealingly, Chudala had taken the
form of a male bra!Iman to in order to teach her husband-Ba!Iinabai's
own
caste and that of her husband was brahman, What happens when the wife f
a bra!Iman-a man who is skilled in the Vedas-seeks to teach him about the
devotional path, taking a low·caste saint as her
? He resents it, and a
backlash occurs. S e represents er husband as responding thus:

,

&)

The people thought all this [her visions ofTukaram in dreams] as
very strange, and came in crowds to see me. My husband, seeing
them, gave me much bodily suffering. He could not endure seeing
the people coming to see me. And moment by moment his hatred
increased. He exclaimed, "It would be well if this woman were dead.
Why do these low people come to see her?" ... My husband now be-
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gan to say, "We are Brahmans. We should spend our time in the
study of the Vedas. What is all this! The shudra Tukal Seeing him in
a dream! My wife is ruined by all this! What am I to do? ... Who
cares for saints and sadhus! Who cares for the feelings of bhakti?""
Their conflict has many levels, including the disobedience of a wife toward her
husband; the tradition of the brahmans as knowers of the Vedas, in contrast
to the path of bhakti; the low-caste status of Tukaram; and the gathering of
people to witness Bahinabai's spiritual experiences.
When her husband threatens to leave her, she reflects on her wifely
dharma: "My duty is to serve my husband, for he is God to me. My husband
himself is the Supreme Brahma[n].... The Vedas in fact say that it is the
husband who has the authority in the matter of religious duties, earthly possessions, desires, and salvation.... My husband is my sadguru. My husband
is my means of salvation."?' Bahinabai unhappily remains with her husband
for many years, conflicted by the disjuncture between her overwhelming bhakti
and her life circumstances, including the fact that her husband and his family
are learned in the Vedas yet devoid ofbhakti (vv.59.r-2, 65.r-3); that she is a
woman, and thus closed off from the Vedic orthodoxy (vv.63.r-4, 64.r-6); and
that it is against the Vedas to neglect one's husband for any reason, including
devotion.
Even though she indicates that she prays to the Lord that she will be able
to accomplish devotion to both her husband and the Lord (v. 68-4), she does
not represent such a reconciliation as occurring. The last event in her life that
she describes, which probably occurred midway through her life, is her experience of the god Pandurang at a temple in the small village of Dehu on the
banks of the Indrayani River. She and her family are staying at a pilgrims' rest
house there, and, when her husband goes to Poona on business, she receives
permission from her mother to go alone to the temple (vv.74.1-4, 75.1-8, cf.
v. 98.26). Contemplating Tukaram's feet, she remembers the mantra he had
given her, and she feels him placing his hands on her head (v. 76.1-4). She
experiences total joy and immersion in God, and she says that she is driven to
silence, which is understood to mean that she observed a vow of silence for
the rest of her life.
In the concluding section of her autobiography, which immediately follows
her description of her experiences at Dehu, Bahinabai is seventy-two years old,
and, certain that death will be upon her soon, she writes a letter to her son,
urging him to leave his work and come to her (vv. 79-8r). Her son, understanding his mother to be his guru, comes to her. Babinabai recounts her
twelve former lives in order to teach her son the path of bhakti; in all of them
she exhibits profound spiritual discipline, as does her son, who appeared in
many of her previous lives (her daughter is left out of the conversation). As
her lives progressed, she had educated husbands who were supportive of her
spirituality, until the present, thirteenth birth, in which: "My husband was
simply the image of rage" (v. 98.25). Yetin this last birth, she is told by "someone in the form of Tukaram" that she should worship her husband (vv.98.30-
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32). In eight of her former lives she was unmarried; in two of them she was
able to harmonize her religious activities with her wifely dharma." Serving her
husband is not a dominant theme in her verses that are teachings on religious
topics; the section on wifely duty constitutes merely seven verses out of 473.
Although her autobiographical verses directly address the conflict between devotion and wifely dharma, with the aim to reconcile them, ultimately they serve
to reinforce dharma, even when the woman is a guru.

Stories of female gurus from the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries approach the controversy in a different way: Echoing the story of Sita Devi, they
have the husband die earlier than the wife. Cauribai (1759-r809) was an uppercaste woman from Giripur, on the Cujarat and Rajasthan border." When she
was just a child, her betrothed died from disease. As a widow, she learned to
read and write and spent her time singing and composing devotional songs in
Cujarati, as well as reading sacred literature. Her spiritual discipline became
known, which attracted the attention of a holy man, who compared her to
Mirabai in a way that distinguishes guru from saint: "You are an incarnation
of Saint Mtrabai. MIrabal, though a great devotee, had not so much knowledge
as one would desire in a saint. You are born to correct that defect. I have come

to instruct you and give you the necessary knowledge.'?" Acting as a guru to
her, he taught her about brahman and atman, and gave her an image of Krishna
as a baby. Subsequently, she would frequently become absorbed in samadhi,
or periods of deep meditation.
A prominent theme in her story is that many maharajas, or royal rulers,
honored her as a spiritual adept. Raja Shivasimhji, who ruled the region in
which Ciripur lay, built a temple in her honor. The maharaja of [aipur tested
her by asking her to describe the ornamentation of an image of Krishna behind
the dosed doors of his private shrine; when she correctly told him that the
crown had fallen off, he offered her a palace, which she declined. The maharaja
of Benares accepted her as his guru. Her contact with these royal figures demonstrates the public acceptance and legitimation of her spirituality (although
not necessarily by the brahman community), and it permits demonstration of
her purity of motive, for she used the riches they insisted on giving her for
charity. She expressed her spiritual insights in poetry in the Cujarati langage,
as well as a few songs in Hindi.
Tarigonda Venkarnarnba (popularly Venkamma; fl. 1840) was a brahman
woman from Tarigonda on the Andhra Pradesh and Tamilnadu border." In
contrast to the story of Gauribai, her widowhood is problematized in her story.
When her betrothed died early on, the villagers insisted that her head be
shaved, as was the custom, to signify publicly the inauspiciousness of widowhood. Venkarnma refused, however, drawing a distinction between outward
signs and internal purity: "So long as our inclinations are pure, the merciful
Lord will not be offended with us even when we set aside worldly customs and
manners. And if our indinations are impure, though we may pay all homage
to customs and manners, the Lord will not spare us. So please leave me
alone.""'" Challenging authority, she refused a brahman religious leader's demand that she shave her head. He had it shaved by force, but when she sub-
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sequently bathed while praying to Krishna, she miraculously recovered her full
head of hair.
Venkamma received spiritual initiation from a renowned male guru, Rupavataram Subrahmaniya Shastri, whom she reverently mentions in one of her
texts. After several years of solitary religious practice, she began to write. "Venkamma found that for the regeneration of both men and women in her homeland, Andhra-desa, the spread of ethical religious and philosophical teachings
in a simple style was of paramount importance. ">0. Claiming that she had never
been educated but instead drew on God's grace and her own devotion, she
wrote poetry, songs, and accessible compendia of Sanskrit originals, including
the Bhagavata Purana, the Venkatachala.mahatmya, the Raja-yoga-sara, and the
Vasishtha-Ramayana; in the latter, she tells the story of Chudala and Shikhidvaja from the Yoga Vasishtha.
The early female gurus from the sixteenth through nineteenth c~
advanced women's religiosity by becoming publicly rej;.9gnized gurus. Like
earlier female religious adepts these gurus demonstrated steadfast commit-

ment to the spiritual path. Indeed, two of these early female gurus selfconsciously related themselves to previous female religious adepts; for example, Gauribai was compared to Mirabai, and Venkamma reiterated the story of
Chudala. The two others, Sita Devi and Bahinabai, were connected to guru
lineages. Like earlier female religious adepts, the female gurus of the sixteenth
through nineteenth centuries are portrayed as experiencing the real and challenging authority, and their purity is highlighted.
Unlike earlier female adepts, however, the early female gurus are understood to have publicly assumed the role of teacher; for example, Sita Devitaught
two disciples; Bahinabai taught her son directly, plus many others through her
expository verses on religious topics; Gauribai taught members of the royal
class; and Venkamma taught others through moral stories. This public role
invokes the conflict of female bhakti saints, for it is deemed threatening if a
woman views God, much less another man, even a guru. as a greater guide

than one's husband, as is illustrated in the story of Bahinabai. If the guru role
had been kept private, between husband and wife, as in the cases of Chudala
and Hemalekha, then the husband could have been brought around to realize
his wife's superior knowlege. This is not the case in these later stories, however,
which are more like the stories of female bhalcti saints in that the womens'
Pirituality is publicly recognized. However, unlike the bhalcti saints, there i~
a great diversity in the ways in which the female gurus approach the conflict
between wifely dharma and spirituality, which suggests that the category of
[ publicly recognized guru provided a new creative space to address inherited
issues of women's spirituality. Sita Devi was a loyal wife for many years, and
then was reluctant to assume her husband's mantle of guruship upon his
death; Bahinabai was in constant conflict between her devotion to her husband
and her devotion to the Lord; and Gauribai and Venkamma were widowed
early in their lives. The authority of female gurus, which rested on the authority
of teaching as well as the authenticity of their religious experience, allowed for
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multiple models in addressing the deeply rooted conflict between devotion and
duty.
Female Gurus in the Twentieth Century
In contrast to earlier periods, the twentieth century was an era in which the

phenomenon of female gurus became widespread. Female gurus were appointed in many distinctive traditions within Hinduism, and they played public
. leadership roles. linda Johnsen provides a list of female gurus in the twentieth
century:
Early in the r900's the controversial tantric adept, Upasani Baba,
reinstituted the Vedic tradition of kanyadin, a sort of Hindu supervision of male priests. He taught that women are capable of faster
spiritual evolution than men, and that male devotees needed to cultivate "feminine" qualities like egolessness and purity in order to progress. He passed his lineage to the late Godavari Mataji, who presided over the Kanya Kumari Sthan in Sakori.
Ramakrishna (world renowned devotee of the goddess Kali)
passed his spiritual authority to his wife, Sarada Devi; Paramahansa
Yogananda (who carried the Kriya Yoga lineage to the West) to the
American-born Daya Mata; Shivananda (yogi and prolific author of
Rishikesh] to the Canadian Shivananda Radha; Swami Paramananda
(the first swami to settle in America) to his niece, Gayatri Devi;
Swami Lakshmana (one of the peerless Ramana Maharshi's premier
disciples) to the rebellious young Mathru Sri Sarada; Dhyanyogi
Madhusudandas (long-lived exponent ofkundalini yoga) to Anandi
Ma; and Swami Mulctananda (world travelling ambassador of Siddha
Yoga)to GUIUmayi Chidvilasananda.
Papa Rarndas, one of the most homey of the popular Indian
saints of this century, shared his mission with his spiritual consort,
Krishna Bai. Sri Aurobindo, the influential philosopher/saint of
Pondicherry, deferred to the French woman Mirra Alfassa Richard,
whom he called "The Mother" and who administered Auroville, the
community he founded in India, after his passing. Meera Ma (born
in '960 in Chandepalle, Andhra Pradesh), who had visions of Aurobindo since her childhood, has moved to Germany where European
students have given her a warm welcome. Her legend continues to
grow. And to everyone's surprise, the arch conservative shankaracharya of Sringeri empowered a woman (Lakshmi Devi Ashram,
Jewish by birth) to found the first American temple to the Divine
Mother in Stroudsburg, Pennsylvania.'?
In the early decades of the twentieth century, very traditional rationales were
used in support of women's leadership. For example, Upasani Baba empha-
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sized "feminine" spiritual qualities (echoing male bhakti poets); Ramakrishna
shared power with his wife, and appointed Gauri Ma as a leader of femaledirected activities and services. The social context of these power transfers was
the attempt by some elite males, including Mahatma Gandhi, to !'romote
women as an emblem of virtue in the construction of an authentic "Indian"
national identity, and to encourage their participation in selected nationalist
awtations and events. Women were invested with a conservative meaning,
which enabled, or even permitted, them to engage in significant and current
struggles and positions of power. '"
A fascinating example of this dynamic is Sri Aurobindo's validation of a
foreign woman as a guru through his appeal to the traditional religious idea
of shakti:
In my own case it [the coming together of him and Mirra, the
Mother] was a necessary condition for the work that I had to do. If I
had to do my own transformation,
or give a new yoga, or a new idea
to a select few people who came in my personal contact, I could
have done that without having any Shakti. But for the work that I
had to do it was necessary that the two sides must come together.
By the coming together of the Mother and myself certain conditions
are created which make it easy for you to achieve the transformation. You can take advantage of those conditions. ".
Sri Aurobindo's extension of the paradigm to a foreign woman parallels his
expansion of the traditional teachings to the international community. Yet in
this statement, he emphasizes not her foreignness but her femininity as necessity to promote his teachings beyond himself and personal acquaintances.
Although her leadership was not uncontroversial in the early years, the Mother
was the sole guru for many years following Sri Aurobindo's passing away. Both
the Mother and Anandamayi Ma are important examples of early- to midtwentieth-century
women in India who definitively expanded the public role
of guru to women, and who greatly internationalized
the following of the guru.
Female gurus have been instrumental in bringing Hindu-based traditions
to the West and maintaining them there. Hinduism has become established
in the United States through a series of encounters over the past ISO years. res
The nature of these encounters includes Americans' exposure to and increasing familiarity with Indian cultural traditions; contact between Americans and
Indian immigrants; and relationships forged among cultural traditions in a
society that is self-consciously pluralistic.
Two distinct forms of Hinduism have contributed to these encounters. In
recent public lectures, Vasudha Narayanan of the University of Florida has
classified Hindu institutions in America today into two categories from Hindu
tradition: organizations that promote self-help practices (such as yoga and meditation), and organizations that provide the means for formal ritual worShi~
(such as temples). ro In Hindu Indian tradition, the paths of self-help and ritual
worshiP are coexisting classical paradigms and present-day realities. The path
of self-help is traditionally realized in the intense relationship between the guru
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and disciple; the path of ritual worship is traditionally realized in liturgical
activities in temples performed by priests on behalf of worshipers. These are
not mutually exclusive ways of worship; for example, there is often a temple
at a guru's ashram, and temple priests have personal client relationships with
worshipers. In India, what has separated the two paths until very recently is
the participation of women as gurus in contrast to their exclusion from the
priesthood in temples. Over the last ten years however, women have been
studying to become priests, and achieving that status, at the Dyanaprabhodhini
Centre in Pune.107

Today, the streams of self-help and temple coexist in America; however,
the historical establishment of Hinduism in America reveals a distinctive pattern. For the first hundred years of Hinduism in the United States, its followers
have mainly practiced the self-help approach; during the last thirty years, building Hindu temples in the United States has become a dominant focus.
"Self-help" describes well the paths of yoga, meditation, and the guru in
Hindu tradition; however, it is one that is likelyto be confusing in the American
context. For example, there are a number of "self-help" organizations that deal
with people who are trying to overcome specific problems, making the phrase
something of a codeword for people in trouble. In addition, as I discussed in
the first section of this essay, the meaning of "self" differs radically in the
American and Hindu contexts. However, the designation "self-help" does apply
to specific Hindu methods that emphasize that the participant herself must
engage in activities of intensive discipline in order to achieve self-awareness,
or the realization of the divine within.
Writing in r977, Harvey Cox suggested that it is this participatory mode
that distinguishes the guru traditions of the r960s and r970s from earlier
Hindu formulations in the United States;
The influence of Oriental spirituality in the West is hardly something new.... But there is something new about the present situation. In previous decades, interest in Oriental philosophy was confined mostly to intellectuals and was centered largely on ideas, not
on devotional practices. There is no evidence that Emerson ever sat
in a full lotus. Today, on the other hand, not only are large numbers
of people who are in no sense "intellectuals" involved, but they appear more interested in actual religious practices than in doctrinal
ideas. The recent wave of interest in Oriental forms of spirituality
seems both broader and deeper than the ones that preceded it. ''''
In the r960s and r970s, the context of the mass marketing of the guru
was the veritable marketing of the mystic East, with India and Indian gurus as
a dominant product. Young Americans traveled to India in search of alternative
lifestyles, some more spiritually inclined than others. ". In the United States,
Indian male
s embraced mass-marketing teclmi ues to romote their s i pa s, in uding Maharishi M es Yogi of Transcendental Meditation,
. . B
vedanta Swami Prabhupada of the International Society for
Krishna Consciousness (ISKCON), and Swami Muktananda of Siddha Yoga.
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Their emphasis on mass appeal represented a new, and conflicted, direction
'1/, for the guru tradition. Traditional stories from India attribute two main vices

"1' to false gurus: the aCquisition of money and sexual exploitation.'" Past and
present male gurus in India have been criticized and labeled as "false gurus'~
precisely on the issue of purity of motive, a critique that emerges from many
comers, including those suspicious of "new religions" and gurus who maintain
a rivalry with other gurus, as well as people involved in a "rationality movement" and those who attribute political and economic motives to gurus. t This
suspicion appears within gurus' teachings as well. For example, Ma [aya says
that Swami Nityananda (ofSiddha Yoga)warned her: "There is always a chance
that one will use the serpent power-as shakti is sometimes known-for perii

sonal gain. thus limiting oneself to the feeling of power instead of bliss" (see
Narayanan article in this volume). Since the 8''0'£ in the I Ipited States would

have been aware of "the
icism maintained b anti-ascetic folkl;;fe
in India" toward gurus who gather wealth, it is important to note w at s e
they took to counteract this criticism. rrz Generally speaking, their response
\ included their assertion that a.greater number of enlightened people improves
~ our world, and that their methods are based on established, tradItional practices, including chanting, vegetarianism, and gatherings of enlightened people
(satsang); notably, social service works are prominent in the biographies of
twentieth-century female gurus.
The current female gurus profiled in this volume are basically a "third
wave" of gurus in the United States, with Ma Jaya Sati Bhagavati spanning the
second and third waves, since she and her disciples had thirteen ashrams in
Queens, New York, by 1975. These female gurus are a youthful group: Ammachi, Meera Ma (in Germany), Karunamayi Ma and Gururnayi are all in their
forties, and Shree Ma, Ma Jaya Sati Bhagavati, and Jayashri Ma are slightly
older. Gururnayi is the only one to have inherited an established ashram complex in the United States; the others fashioned their own centers, in their own
styles (including the decentering tendencies of Shree Ma, Meera Ma, and Jayashri Ma). All of them are understood to be ascetics: Ammachi controversially
declined to be married; Meera Ma is said to have married a German, but her
husband does not playa public role in her mission; Ma [aya Sati Bhagavati
was married and has children; the issue of marriage arose in Shree Ma's life,
but it was quickly dropped because she was a gifted student; and the issue
seems never to have arisen in lives of Karunamayi Ma, [ayashri Ma, and Gurumayi.
All of the gurus attract followers who seek to experience the real for them~elves, under the guidance of one who has experienced the real, and who can
effectively lead others. The effectiveness of their leadership is often described
as a transmission of shakti to the students, which awakens powerful cosmic
energies in the subtle body. In this way, female gurus are also distinguished
from the earlier male gurus, for as women they are the classic embodiment of
shakti. Like their male predecessors, however, the female gurus of today areestablished enough to incur the criticism of some former followers; one can
find such criticismsin discussion groups on the Internet.
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In the United States, by far the largest group offollowers of current female
gurus are affluent, educated Euro-American women. A number of factors per·

tain to this group's dominant presence, including their value and validation of
a woman leader; the fact that women traditionally participate in religion in
higher numbers than men; and the chance to participate meaningfully in a
welcoming spiritual path, based on the female gurus' tendency to avoid calling
their paths "Hinduism" in favor of a path of spirituality open to all. An additional factor may be the approach captured by John Updike in his novel S., in
which the protagonist is attracted to Indian traditions because they give her a
language through which to understand her emotions and experiences; they are
an important analytical tool in her commitment to self-growth.'" It is also
possible to understand this space for self-growth and self-awareness on feminist terms, for the majority profile of the women followers of female gurus
matches the profile of women involved in feminist spirituality groups. '" In
addition, the "social expectation of the equality of women" in the United States
may be a key factor in "legitimating [women's) presence in religious leadership
roles," and thus their acceptance in those roles.':"

The female Euro-American following of female gurus, as well as the gurus'
inclusive perspective on the path, both serve to highlight the distinctive context
of this "third wave" of gurus in contradistinction to the "second wave." For
today in the United States, there is a new claim to Hindu spiritual authenticity
in the American context: Hindu temples. As noted earlier in this section, the
path of the guru and the path of temple liturgy are not mutually exclusive in
India, nor are they necessarily in the United States, for early Hindu temples
in the United States were constructed by guru-based organizations. For example, the Vedanta Society is credited with building the first Hindu temple in
the United States, in San Francisco in 1906; others followed, such as the Hollywood temple in '938, and the Santa Barbara temple in '956. In keeping with
the image of Hinduism Vivekananda had presented to Americans, the focus
in these temples tended to be on understanding scripture. In addition,
ISKCON built temples in cities across America, with the most famous being
the elaborate Palace of Gold in New Vrindaban, West Virginia. Prabhupada's
vision included both the guru-disciple relationship and temple worship, combining the personal spiritual quest, embodied by the guru, with traditions of
ritual worship. However, the phenomenon of building temples in America that
reproduce temple styles in India, including a full-time staff of brahman priests
to conduct the worship services, began in the '970S and was directly related
to the presence of Hindu Indian immigrants in America.
In 1965 the Immigration Act liberated the long-frozen immigration of
Asians to America by removing the national origins quota system and permitting the immigration of foreign professional people to the United States. In
addition, the act's "family reunification" policy facilitated a second wave of
Asian immigration. In the '970s, the older generation of successful Indian
professionals in the United States began to devote their wealth to building
Hindu temples, which they viewed as cultural and spiritual centers for the
education of the younger generation. The earliest temples of this type are the
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Sri Ganesha Temple in Flushing, New York, and the Sri Venkateswara Temple
in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, which were both dedicated in '977. n, In contrast
to the ISKCON temples, which were built for a specific devotional community
that includes both Euro-Americans and Indian-Americans,
the Indian-style
temples, most of which were built in the '980s and '990S and continue to be
built, are by and for the Hindu inunigrant community, and tend to incorporate
diverse ways of worship as they attempt to bring ethnic Indian Hindus together
as a cultural community,
It seems clear that currently gurus and Indian-style Hindu temples have
marked off very different spaces in the United States. The guru path tends
toward inclusivity, with its emphasis on self-power in relation to the guru's
guidance, acceptance of participants from all ethnic and religious backgrounds,
congregational modality of worship, and a tendency to dissociate itself with
organized religion. As such, the guru path in the United States displays characteristics of the globalization of Hinduism. In contrast, the Indian-style Hindu
temples tend toward specificity, with an emphasis on the ritual worship of a
distinctive and often sectarian-defined
God, ethnic Indian Hindu clientele,
priestly modality of worship, and explicitly Hindu self-identification. As such,
the Hindu temples in the United States tend to represent themselves as directly
related to Hindu orthodoxy. Contributing to the tension is the tendency among
followers to understand the female guru to be the Goddess, with whom they
can interact directly and personally; their spiritual path toward self-discovery
o ens when the Goddess comes to life as the graceful guru. Still, there remains
much common ground between the guru path and the way of temple worship,
which could provide a basis for the interaction and mutual understanding
among people of different backgrounds, for those who would commit themselves to such an endeavor.
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70. From Lalleshwan: Spiritual Poems by a Great Siddha Yogini, Rendered by
Swami Muktananda (South Fallsburg, N.Y.: Gurudev Siddha Peeth. '98,), p. 47. According to the preface by Swami Prajnananda, "In this book, the verses have been
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71. See John S. Hawley's thorough discussion of Mirabal's historicity in Hawley
and Mark Juergensmeyer, Songs of the Saints of India (New York: Oxford University
Press, '988), pp. '22-29.

72. Ibid., p. "9.
73- Ibid., pp. '38-39; translated from Parashuram

Caturvedi's Mrrdbdr kr PaMvalr (see ibid., p. 205). There is a final verse to poem no. 117 that I have omitted here.
74. I am drawing on Hawley's insight: "Rather than accepting the loving profligacy that official saguna theology designates as the appropriate avenue of escape from
mundane, domestic involvements-a
theology, of course, designed by men-she
may
try something new. She may attempt to forge categories that give new bite to bhakti
from a woman's point of view. This is what Mira did in demanding for herself a marriage with the world's most eligible and unmarriageable
bachelor and in imagining
this marriage as taking a form the world regards as impossible: the coupling of two
yogis" (ibid., p. '33; for other distinctive features see pp. '30-)2).
75. See A. K. Ramanujan, "On Woman Saints, n in John Stratton Hawley
and Donna Marie Wulff, eds., The Divine Consort: Radha and the Goddesses of India
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